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PURPOSE. Basal linear deposit (BLinD) is a thin layer of soft drusen material. To elucidate the biology of extracellular deposits conferring age-related macular degeneration (AMD) progression risk and inform multimodal clinical imaging based on optical coherence tomography (OCT), we examined lipid content and regional prevalence of BLinD, soft drusen, pre-BLinD, and subretinal drusenoid deposit (SDD) in AMD and non-AMD aged eyes. We estimated BLinD volume and illustrated its relation to type 1 macular neovascularization (MNV).

METHODS. Donor eyes were classified as early to intermediate AMD (n = 25) and age-matched controls (n = 54). In high-resolution histology, we assessed BLinD/soft drusen thickness at 836 and 1716 locations in AMD and control eyes, respectively. BLinD volume was estimated using solid geometry in donor eyes, one clinically characterized.

RESULTS. BLinD, drusen, type 1 MNV, and fluid occupy the sub-RPE-basal laminar space. BLinD volume in a 3-mm diameter circle may be as much as 0.0315 mm³. Osmophilic lipid was more concentrated in BLinD/drusen than SDD. In the fovea, BLinD/drusen was prevalent in AMD eyes; pre-BLinD was prevalent in control eyes. SDD was low in the fovea and high in perifovea, especially in AMD eyes.

CONCLUSIONS. Although invisible, BLinD may presage type 1 MNV. BLinD volume approaches the criterion OCT drusen volume of 0.03 mm³ for AMD progression risk. BLinD culminates years of subfoveal lipid accumulation. SDD is detected relatively late in life, with currently unknown precursors. Deposit topography suggests one outer retinal lipid recycling system serving specialized cone and rod physiology, and its dysregulation in AMD is due to impaired transfer to the circulation.
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Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the fourth largest cause of vision loss globally due to macular neovascularization (MNV) and macular atrophy (MA) in its advanced forms. Extracellular deposits called drusen are the major intraocular risk factor for AMD progression in longitudinal studies using color fundus photography. Soft drusen concentrated under the fovea confer a remarkably high risk for MNV or MA, with a relative risk at 10 years of 20.5 for baseline drusen in the central 1-mm diameter. New understanding of drusen composition has motivated the therapeutic targeting of lipids, a major druse component. More data about drusen biology could help inform effective measures to prevent MNV and MA altogether.

Soft drusen and basal linear deposit (BLinD) are lump-and-layer versions of the same lipid-rich extracellular material. This material localizes between the basal lamina of the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE-BL) and the inner collagenous layer (ICL) of Bruch’s membrane (BrM) (Fig. 1). The principal component was called membranous debris and correlated to clinically visible soft drusen by Sarks et al. Much evidence indicates that membranous debris is partially preserved lipoproteins of retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) origin, similar in size to plasma very low-density lipoproteins. Enrichment with esterified cholesterol and the fatty acid linoleate suggests major sources of photoreceptor outer segments and diet, respectively.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is widely used to evaluate and manage AMD and reveal the three-dimensional microstructure of MNV and MA precursors. In consensus nomenclature, the fourth outer retinal hyperreflective band...
FIGURE 1. The layers of age-related macular degeneration and outer retinal hyperreflective bands of optical coherence tomography. The vertical dimension is expanded to highlight thin anatomic layers between outer segments and choriocapillaris and incorporated into the fourth outer retinal hyperreflective band of OCT. The trilaminar BrM consists of inner collagenous (ICL), elastic (EL), and outer collagenous (OCL) layers. The RPE as an epithelium rests on a basal lamina (BL) of extracellular matrix (at left). BLamD is a stereotypically thickened extracellular matrix (green, in middle and right) between the RPE plasma membrane and RPE-BL, either replacing or incorporating infoldings of basal RPE. Between the RPE-BL or BLamD and ICL of BrM is the sub-RPE-BL space. This potential space in young adults is filled in aged eyes with rows of lipoprotein particles in a BLinD precursor called pre-BLinD (Fig. 1) (originally, lipid wall). In AMD eyes, this space contains drusen, type 1 MNV, and sequelae. Drusen are a small fraction of the total area containing sub-RPE-BL lipid; however, drusen volume is a quantifiable OCT risk indicator. BLinD likely shares deleterious properties with drusen. Its contribution to risk has not been determined because BLinD is not visible with current OCT technology (7.0-μm axial resolution; Fig. 2). Newer technologies (2.3- to 2.8-μm resolution) hold promise. One aspect of AMD pathology highlighted by OCT is subretinal drusenoid deposits (SDDs; reticular pseudodrusen). First seen in 1990, these extracellular deposits were localized between RPE and photoreceptors with OCT and histology in 2010. They portend poor vision and risk for MNV and MA forms distinct from those of drusen. BLinD/soft drusen and SDDs differ in lipid content and are more abundant in the fovea and perifovea, respectively, mirroring the topography of cone and rod photoreceptors. Together, BLinD/soft drusen and SDD are proposed as two manifestations of one dysregulated outer retinal lipid cycling system. This system, in turn, suggests heretofore unrecognized aspects of specialized photoreceptor physiology.

To fill knowledge gaps in the biology of high-risk deposits and the interpretation of OCT-based clinical imaging, we used comprehensive high-resolution histology to survey donor eyes with and without early to intermediate AMD, including one eye with in vivo imaging. We illustrated BLinD lipid content and relationship to type 1 MNV, and we quantified BLinD volume. To evaluate the hypothesis that pre-BLinD is the precursor of BLinD, we determined regional distributions, as well as SDDs in the same eyes.

METHODS

Compliance

The histopathology study was approved by the institutional review board at the University of Alabama at Birmingham. Retrospective review of clinical and imaging records
FIGURE 2. Soft drusen are visible in OCT-based multimodal imaging; basal linear deposit is not. (A) Color fundus photograph shows yellowish drusen (yellow arrowhead) in the macular region especially inferior temporal to the fovea. (B) Red-free image shows drusen clearly (yellow arrowhead). (C) OCT B-scan at green arrow in panel A shows several RPE elevations with a medium and homogeneous internal hyperreflectivity representing soft drusen (yellow arrowheads). (D) Corresponding histologic image shows soft drusen (yellow arrowheads) that correspond well with the B-scan. Green frame shows a region magnified in panel E. Retina is artifactually detached at the inner segment myoids (bacillary layer detachment). (E) Three soft drusen with finely granular, lightly osmophilic contents (d) are continuous with BLind (red arrowhead) containing the same material. Sixty-nine-year-old white old man with early age-related macular degeneration; see Methods for details.

Overview of Design Choices for Project MACULA
As described, Project MACULA (https://projectmacula.org/) is an online digital microscope with high-resolution histology and annotated layer thicknesses of human donor eyes with and without AMD (n = 139 total, 79 used herein). Our expectation was that accurate depiction and quantification of cell and tissue features in histology could leverage from one patient seen at the Department of Ophthalmology, University of California, San Francisco was approved by the institutional review boards of the University of California, San Francisco and the University of California, Berkeley. All study components complied with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 and adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.
longitudinally tracked OCT in clinical trial image data sets and practices with long-standing OCT usage to generate a cellular-level timeline of disease.

Methods for histology were driven by the requirements of validating OCT imaging of the RPE-BL-BrM complex. Reflectivity is largely generated via Mie scattering from aqueous-lipid interfaces such as organelles. We sought subcellular resolution and comprehensive histology of tissue elements in all chorioretinal layers. We used an electron microscopy postfixation method, osmium tannic acid paraphenylenediamine, and epoxy-resin submicrometer sections viewed and scanned with oil-immersion light microscopic objectives. This postfixation method stains lipids well and imparts polychromasia to toluidine blue–stained sections. Whole-slide scanning allowed seamless multiscale viewing between low magnification for context and high magnification for details, without switching objectives. Following retinal layers from less affected to more affected areas aided histologic interpretation of details in any one place.

Sampling methods were designed under the hypothesis that AMD deposits and deposit-related progression risk reflect the physiology of macular photoreceptors and supporting cells. Our prior work established accurate and unbiased counts of human photoreceptors across adulthood using computer-assisted morphometry of retinal flat mounts. These studies showed that cones are highly concentrated in the foveal center and fall off steeply within 1 mm of eccentricity. Rods are absent in the fovea and increase to an elliptical crest of high density at 2 to 5 mm eccentricity (distance from the fovea) and extending around the optic nerve head into nasal retina.

Tissue Preparation for Histology and Histologic Diagnosis

Detailed methods are available in Supplementary Materials.

Assaying Layer Thicknesses and Phenotypes Within Macular Topography

At standard locations in the central and superior sections (see below), respectively, one experienced observer (C.A.C.) measured thickness of 21 layers and spaces. Simultaneously, layers were annotated with a system of cellular and laminar phenotypes using custom software with drop-down menus (ImageJ plug-in, M&A, Measurement and Annotation). Locations where the sub-RPE-BL space was unevaluable due to detachment or beyond the end of the section were excluded. Detached retinas shrank more in length than the RPE-BL-BrM complex, which was anchored to sclera. We corrected for this shrinkage in localizing subfoveal RPE-BL-BrM.

At each location, thickness of the sub-RPE-BL space was measured, and contents were classified as drusen, BLinD, pre-BLinD, or no lipid. Locations where contents of the sub-RPE-BL space were cellular or fibrotic, representing advanced stages of drusen, were excluded from the current analysis. As shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 and expanded in the Results, BLinD and pre-BLinD were grayish-pink layers that were operationally defined as undulating with nonuniform thickness or flat with uniform thickness, respectively. Detachments of the RPE-BL or BLamD from the three-layered BrM were recorded. The presence of SDDs, RPE phenotypes, BLamD thickness, and choriocapillary (ChC) ghost vessels was also recorded at the same locations. To streamline analysis, RPE phenotypes were collapsed into three categories—age-normal, dysmorphic, and atrophic—using 2015 equivalent nomenclature.

Tissue sections were parallel to a line through the fovea and optic nerve head. The central section included the foveal rod-free zone, flanked by nasal and temporal perifovea. The superior section included superior perifovea only. Both sections were aligned on a vertical line through the foveal center. Superior sections were sampled at 0.5-mm intervals. Central sections were also sampled more densely in the fovea. Relative to the Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy (ETDRS) grid, locations at the foveal center plus 0.05 mm, 0.1 mm, and 0.2 mm eccentricity, nasal and temporal, fell within the central subfield. Locations at 0.4 mm, 0.6 mm, and 0.8 mm eccentricity and locations at 1.0 mm, 1.5 mm, 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm, and 3.0 mm, nasal and temporal, fell within the inner and outer rings of this grid, respectively.

BLinD Volume

For comparison with drusen volume estimates in clinical OCT scans, we modeled BLinD as an object in the sub-RPE-BL space and calculated its volume using solid geometry (Supplementary Fig. S1). BLinD is thick under the fovea and thin at the macular edge. BLinD was thus treated as a sum of two components, a low conical solid of rotation centered at the fovea atop a circular disk of uniform thickness. The height and slope of the cone surface were determined by fitting regression lines to the distribution of (nonzero) BLinD thicknesses as a function of eccentricity from the fovea. Locations of BLinD thickness measurements from all retinal quadrants in central and superior sections were collapsed onto one axis. To reduce noise, thicknesses were determined within bins of eccentricities (0–50, 100–200, 400–600, 800–1000, 1001–1500, 1501–2000, 2001–2500, >2500 μm). From median and third quartile thicknesses for each bin, trendlines were fit, and each trendline was used to generate a conical solid of rotation. The height of the disk was determined from BLinD thickness at 3 mm eccentricity; the area of the disk was 28 mm². Volumes were computed for foveal-centered regions of 1 mm to 6 mm in diameter. For comparison with epidemiologic studies, we also estimated BLinD volumes within the inner and outer rings of the ETDRS grid.

Clinically Documented Case

A 69-year-old white man with human immunodeficiency virus had early AMD manifest as drusen. Color and red-free images were acquired 14 months before death. Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SDOCT) images were acquired 6 months before death. Eyes preserved 9 hours after death were processed as described above. Aspects of this case, including bacillary layer detachment and lipid coverage of BrM, have been published. In this study, we computed BLinD volume, using 22 stepped sections through the macula of the left eye (mean distance, 156 ± 17 μm; range, 90–180 μm). Thickness of each lipid category (soft drusen, BLinD, and pre-BLinD) at 500-μm intervals across each section was assessed using a custom ImageJ plug-in and used to calculate volumes.
**Quantitative Analysis**

Data are presented as percentage of eyes affected with various features. For the regional analysis, thicknesses were pooled across eyes within diagnostic category. Drusen, BLinD, and pre-BLinD together were considered any sub-RPE-BL lipid.

**RESULTS**

Twenty-five early to intermediate AMD eyes from 24 donors and 54 age-matched control eyes from 54 donors (70.8% and 53.7% female, respectively) were included in the histologic survey. Donor age was 82.4 ± 8.5 years (range, 62–97 years) and 79.7 ± 9.9 years (range, 59–94 years) in early to intermediate AMD and control groups, respectively.

**Light Microscopic Appearance of BLinD, Path to Type 1 MNV**

Figure 3 demonstrates histologic features of sub-RPE-BL lipid assessed in this study. Figure 3 shows BLinD continuous with both a large soft druse (Fig. 3A) and pre-BLinD
Continuity of basal linear deposit and soft drusen with type 1 neovascularization and exudation. (A) Panoramic view of a section that passes through the edge of the foveal floor of the right eye, judging from the rod-free zone and single row of ganglion cell bodies. Teal frame shows a region magnified in panel B. (B) One continuous compartment contains BLinD and soft druse (frame C), fluid (frame D), and type 1 neovascularization (frame E), magnified in panels C, D, and E, respectively. (C) Druse continuous with BLinD (yellow arrowheads) and fringe of BLinD persists at a site of artificial separation of BLamD from the inner collagenous layer of BrM. Yellow asterisk, basal mound. (D) Fluid in the same sub-RPE-basal lamina compartment (fuchsia arrowheads). (E) Choroidal neovessels with patent lumens (fuchsia asterisks) pass through a break in BrM (orange arrowheads), accompanied by pericytes (teal arrowheads) and fibrous material. An 81-year-old female donor. INL, inner nuclear layer. Green arrowheads, ELM, external limiting membrane. Scale bar in D applies to C and D. (Fig. 3B). Like soft drusen, BLinD also has a finely granular internal structure at this magnification (Fig. 3C). For optimal ultrastructural preservation, AMD eyes should be osmicated within days of primary fixation in aldehydes. With archival tissue such as these, the fine structure of “membranous debris” is difficult to achieve, but differences in osmophilia (i.e., binding of osmium to nonsaturated fats) are still clear by light microscopy. BLinD is deeply stained and ragged in appearance. Pre-BLinD is more deeply stained than BLinD (Figs. 3B, C), possibly because it is more intact.

In this unbiased sample of donor eyes, it was possible to replicate a key 1997 finding by Sarks et al. that type 1 MNV breached BrM and ramified under the RPE-BL in areas of “membranous debris.” Panoramic high-resolution sections made it possible to demonstrate both the physical proximity of soft drusen material to type 1 MNV and its biomechanical fragility. Regarding proximity, in the sub-RPE-BL space of one continuous histologic section (Fig. 4), five elements were seen: neovascularization of choroidal origin breaching BrM, fluid, a small soft druse, BLinD fragments, and artificial separation of BLamD from three-layered BrM at the site of BLinD. In this eye lacking a clinical history, the MNV was likely asymptomatic, judging from the small amount of fluid and the healthy-appearing outer retina. Furthermore, we reasoned that the frequency of artificial postmortem RPE-BL detachments from the inner collagenous layer of BrM was a surrogate for biomechanical fragility of soft drusen material in vivo. As shown in Table 1, many BLinD and soft drusen locations were artificially detached in AMD eyes (25.7% and 50.6%, respectively) and less so in control eyes (14.6% and 15.6%, respectively). In both AMD and control
Biometrics: Thicknesses, Volume, Associations, and Topography

To compare thicknesses of lipid in the sub-RPE-BL space (BLinD/drusen, pre-BLinD, or no Sub-RPE-BL lipid) in AMD and control eyes, a total of 836 locations from the early to intermediate AMD eyes and 1716 locations from the control eyes were evaluated (Table 1). Thicknesses in many of the AMD eyes were published previously52; thicknesses from control eyes are herein reported for the first time. Median BLinD thickness in AMD and control eyes was 1.8 μm and 1.4 μm, respectively. Median thickness of pre-BLinD was 0.8 μm in both.

To evaluate the association of sub-RPE-BL lipid with pathology in adjoining tissue layers, RPE phenotypes, BLamD thickness, and the presence of ChC ghosts were stratified by lipid class in early to intermediate AMD and control eyes (Tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively). In both AMD and control eyes, the distribution of RPE cell morphologies shifted toward abnormal with worse sub-RPE-BL lipid. In AMD eyes, median BLamD thickness was 1.9 μm, 3.2 μm, and 4.1 μm for locations with no sub-RPE-BL lipid, pre-BLinD, and BLinD/drusen, respectively. In control eyes, median BLamD thickness was zero in locations with no sub-RPE-BL lipid and pre-BLinD and 1.8 μm in locations with BLinD/drusen. The percentage of ChC ghosts increased with sub-RPE-BL lipid classes in both AMD (7.6%, 14.9%, and 19.2% for no sub-RPE-BL lipid, pre-BLinD, and BLinD/drusen, respectively) and control (3.0%, 8.1%, and 13.3%) eyes.

We estimated BLinD volume under several assumptions, a geometric model (Supplementary Fig. S1), and 183 measured thicknesses. Figure 5 shows BLinD thickness as a function of eccentricity from the foveal center and regression lines used to estimate BLinD volume in fovea-centered regions of different diameter (Table 5). To compare with drusen volume measured in longitudinal OCT studies, we estimated BLinD volume within a 3-mm diameter circle as 0.0153 mm³ and 0.0315 mm³ for the median and third quartile regression lines, respectively (Table 5). In a clinically documented early

Table 1. Sub-RPE-BL Thickness and Detachment Rate Stratified by Sub-RPE-BL Lipid Class in AMD and Control Eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Soft Drusen</th>
<th>BLinD</th>
<th>Pre-BLinD</th>
<th>No Lipid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMD eyes*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locations (n)</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>368</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (μm)</td>
<td>40.3 (16.1, 119.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.2, 3.8)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.6, 1.1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detachment rate (n/%)</td>
<td>42/50.6</td>
<td>47/25.7</td>
<td>1/0.5</td>
<td>2/0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control eyes†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locations (n)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>1183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (μm)</td>
<td>7.7 (4.8, 15.2)</td>
<td>1.4 (1.0, 2.2)</td>
<td>0.8 (0.5, 1.1)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detachment rate (n/%)</td>
<td>5/15.6</td>
<td>14/14.6</td>
<td>4/1.0</td>
<td>2/0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are number of locations (n), thickness (μm), and percentage (%).

* Twenty-seven locations in AMD eyes were excluded because they were nonevaluable, and 11 locations were excluded due to cellular contents or scar.

† Fifty-eight locations in control eyes were excluded because they were nonevaluable, and 7 locations were excluded due to cellular contents or fluid.

Table 2. RPE Phenotypes Stratified by Sub-RPE-BL Lipid Class in AMD and Control Eyes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Age-Normal RPE</th>
<th>Dysmorphic RPE</th>
<th>Atrophic RPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMD (n = 836), n/%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No lipid</td>
<td>199/54.1</td>
<td>162/44.0</td>
<td>7/1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-BLinD</td>
<td>66/32.7</td>
<td>135/66.8</td>
<td>1/0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLinD/drusen</td>
<td>70/26.3</td>
<td>188/70.7</td>
<td>8/3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control (n = 1716), n/%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No lipid</td>
<td>1082/91.5</td>
<td>101/8.5</td>
<td>0/0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-BLinD</td>
<td>316/78.0</td>
<td>89/22.0</td>
<td>0/0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLinD/drusen</td>
<td>79/61.7</td>
<td>48/37.5</td>
<td>1/0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are present as number and percentage (%) of RPE phenotypes as defined in the Methods in each sub-RPE-BL lipid category.

Age-normal RPE included uniform and nonuniform. Dysmorphic RPE included very nonuniform, dissociated, shedding, intraretinal, entombed, sloughed, bilaminar, and vacuolated. RPE was atrophic with and without BLamD.

Table 3. BLamD Thickness Stratified by Sub-RPE-BL Lipid Class

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>AMD (n = 836)</th>
<th>Control (n = 1716)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No lipid</td>
<td>1.9 (0, 6.4)</td>
<td>0 (0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-BLinD</td>
<td>3.2 (1.3, 9.1)</td>
<td>0 (0, 2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLinD/drusen</td>
<td>4.1 (1.2, 8.0)</td>
<td>1.8 (0, 4.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are presented as mean ± SD.
FIGURE 5. Basal linear deposit thickness in age-related macular degeneration eyes. The horizontal axis represents eccentricity, that is, distance from the foveal center (zero point). The vertical axis represents the thickness of BLinD. Blue dots represent BLinD thickness assessed at 168 different locations, as described in the Methods. Data from all retinal quadrants are collapsed onto one axis. Eccentricities were collapsed into bins as described in the Methods and the median (M) and third quartile thickness value (Q3) in each bin calculated. Two trendlines were created (M, red line; Q3, green line) and used to estimate volumes of BLinD shown in Table 2.

TABLE 5. Volume of Basal Linear Deposit in Concentric Macular Regions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Volume, Median (mm$^3$)</th>
<th>Weighted, Median (mm)</th>
<th>Volume, Quartile 3 (mm$^3$)</th>
<th>Weighted, Quartile 3 (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r (0.5 mm)</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r (1.5 mm)</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0315</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r (2.5 mm)</td>
<td>0.0373</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0692</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r (3.0 mm)</td>
<td>0.0499</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
<td>0.0864</td>
<td>0.0031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner ring</td>
<td>0.0134</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0273</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer ring</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.0549</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regions are centered on the fovea. The volume of BLinD was calculated based on the geometric model of BLinD distribution in the Supplementary Figure S1. Which has also been weighted by region area. r = 0.5, r = 1.5, and r = 3.0 correspond to the outer boundary of the central subfield, inner ring, and outer ring of Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study grading grid for color fundus photography. $r$, radius.

AMD eye (Fig. 2), BLinD volume within a 3-mm diameter circle was calculated as 0.018 mm$^3$.

Figure 6 shows sub-RPE-BL lipid accumulation in macular subregions in AMD and control eyes (836 and 1716 locations, respectively). Three observations can be made. First, compared with control eyes, more or a similar number of locations in AMD eyes had any sub-RPE-BL lipid. AMD eyes exceeded control eyes by factors of 1.14, 1.27, 2.45, and 0.99 in foveal, nasal, superior and temporal regions, respectively. Second, the percentage of locations in AMD eyes and in control eyes with either BLinD/drusen (43.9% AMD and 13.9% control) or pre-BLinD (15.4% AMD and 37.9% control) was highest in the fovea. Accordingly, the percentage of locations without any sub-RPE-BL lipid was lowest in the fovea in both groups. Third, in all regions, especially the fovea, BLinD/drusen was more prominent than pre-BLinD (43.9% vs. 15.4%) in AMD eyes, whereas in control eyes, BLinD/drusen was more prominent than pre-BLinD (13.9% vs. 37.9%).

Comparison of BLinD and SDDs

BLinD and SDDs have been linked due to their differences in lipid composition and complementary topographic distributions resembling the photoreceptors. Figure 7 compares the lipid content of BLinD, SDDs, and lipid globules, the latter serving as a positive control for osmophilia. Here, SDD appears lightly stained (Fig. 7), distinct from BLinD and consistent with published electron micrographs showing a solid material with regularly spaced membranous inclusions.

We also compared the percentage of locations with SDDs to those with BLinD/drusen in AMD eyes and control eyes (Fig. 8). In contrast to sub-RPE-BL lipid (Fig. 7), the percentage of locations with SDDs was low (but not zero) in the fovea in both AMD and control eyes and highest in the superior perifovea in AMD eyes and the nasal perifovea in control eyes. The percentage of locations with SDDs in AMD eyes was higher than in control eyes by factors of 5.2, 2.5, 6.0, and 24.7 in the fovea, nasal, superior, and temporal subregions,
FIGURE 6. Sub-RPE-BL lipid accumulation is topographically organized in aged and age-related macular degeneration fundus. One foveal and three perifoveal fundus regions were defined in central and superior sections, as described in the Methods. (A) Percentage of 836 locations with BLinD/drusen and pre-BLinD in different regions in 25 AMD eyes. (B) Percentage of 1716 locations with BLinD/drusen or pre-BLinD in different fundus regions in 54 control eyes. In AMD eyes and control eyes, the percentage of locations with BLinD/drusen or pre-BLinD is highest in the fovea. The percentage of locations with any sub-RPE-BL lipid in AMD eyes is 1.14 times, 1.27 times, 2.45 times, and 0.99 times that of the control eyes in fovea, nasal, superior, and temporal regions, respectively. In the fovea, AMD and control eyes have a similar total number of locations with sub-RPE-BL lipid, with proportionally more BLinD and less pre-BLinD in AMD eyes.

**DISCUSSION**

Taken with our recent reports on BLamD and SDDs, this report advances a comprehensive description of AMD pathology to support multimodal OCT-based clinical imaging and a multilayer progression timeline. Soft drusen are the earliest discovered and largest risk factor for progression to end stages. Despite extraordinary epidemiologic evidence for causality, drusen are just one of many actors in extant theories of AMD pathophysiology. One reason is that human eye studies require systematic tissue collection to capture all AMD stages and specialized techniques to differentiate soft drusen material from RPE-BL above and ICL below, challenges we herein address.

With high-resolution histology and color photodocumentation, we affirmed that BLinD and soft drusen constitute one oil spill in the sub-RPE-BL space leading to type 1 MNV, the most common type, and exudation. Our recent clinicopathologic correlations also clearly showed type 1 MNV and soft drusen material confined to this compartment. The laminar location of type 1 MNV may be difficult to discern in low-magnification views of paraffin histology. Nevertheless, in the Sub-Macular Surgery Trial, little BLinD or soft drusen was found in excised specimens with MNV. This absence suggested that BLinD was never present, that it was lost in processing, or that MNV grew into space previously occupied by BLinD to replace or remove the deposit. Since the clinical manifestations of abundant BLinD were known to be soft drusen and risk factors for MNV, the latter interpretation was deemed more likely, as supported by our histology. A high proportion (81%) of newly presenting...
MNV is subfoveal, whether identified angiographically or on OCT, and MNV tends to enlarge toward the fovea. We suggest that soft drusen material is a source of peroxidizable lipids that are proinflammatory and biomechanically fragile, thus providing a low-resistance matrix. Invading vessels thus may enter a cleavage plane that insidiously widens toward the fovea due to thick BLinD. Vascular endothelium may also proliferate toward high VEGF levels at foveal RPE, which is elevated from ChC (Table 5; also Sura et al.6). By showing that pre-BLinD appears in the same macular regions as BLinD/drusen, we solidified pre-BLinD as a drusen precursor. Furthermore, AMD and control eyes had similar frequency of foveal locations with any sub-RPE-BL lipid, with proportionally more BLinD and less pre-BLinD in AMD eyes (Fig. 6). The role in drusen formation of ChC dysfunction is highlighted by the numerous ChC ghosts in locations with advanced sub-RPE-BL lipid (Table 4). Data are interpretable within a well-supported model of an atherosclerosis-like AMD progression that is vascular originated and lipoprotein propelled. This model posits a lifelong release by RPE to the circulation of unneeded lipids in large lipoproteins. Neurosensory retina and RPE are relatively functional throughout adulthood. BrM/ChC fails slowly, leading to the accumulation of materials that reflect normal physiology but become modified and toxic over time. Lipids are sequestered first in BrM, then the sub-RPE-BL space, and then within BLamD as basal mounds.18 The impact on photoreceptors of increased pathlength to the circulation is virtual ischemia, affecting nutrition (see below) and possibly oxygen levels.

Drusen are only the visible part of an oil spill, and for the first time, we estimated the volume of invisible BLinD. We previously showed in this clinically documented case that drusen occupied 14% of the total area with sub-RPE-BL lipid, compared to 46% occupied by BLinD.22 Drusen volume on OCT entails measuring the distance between the elevated RPE layer and BrM and currently omits BLinD and elevations <19 μm in height. Patients with volume >0.03 mm³ have a 1.4- to 4-fold higher risk for developing advanced AMD compared with lesser drusen volumes.23,24 Volume >0.03 mm³ within a 3-mm diameter circle was proposed as an endpoint for clinical trials and one part of a
FIGURE 8. Subretinal drusenoid deposit is topographically organized in aged and in age-related macular degeneration fundus. Yellow columns indicate percentage of 836 locations with SDDs in different macular subregions in 25 AMD eyes. Gray columns indicate percentage of 1716 locations with SDDs in different macular subregions in 54 control eyes. The percentage of locations with SDDs was lower in the fovea than in the other subregions in both groups. The percentage of locations with SDDs in AMD eyes is higher than in control eyes by factors of 5.2, 2.5, 6.0, and 24.7 in the fovea, nasal, superior, and temporal subregions, respectively. Percentages are overall lower than those for sub-RPE-BL lipid in Figure 6 (note different scaling on Y-axis).

composite progression risk indicator, that can be estimated qualitatively with speed and reliability. Depending on assumption, our calculated volume for BLinD (0.0315 mm\(^3\)) could reach this clinical criterion and imperceptibly push individual patients into a danger zone of high progression risk.

The preferential subfoveal accumulation of soft drusen material in this study and our published analysis of BLamD is consistent with a hypothesis that a major source of the unneeded lipids deposited in drusen is plasma high-density lipoprotein (HDL) delivering the xanthophyll carotenoid pigments lutein and zeaxanthin. HDL is taken up at receptors by RPE for transfer of carotenoids to foveal Müller glia and cones. This idea received support from a recent study showing that a sharp peak of foveal drusen volume in OCT matches the distribution of drusen-related progression risk and xanthophyll pigment assessed with two-wavelength autofluorescence imaging. Furthermore, functional impact of BLinD and drusen on vision is suggested by the topography of rod-mediated dark adaptation (RMDA), a dynamic measure of retinoid resupply to the photoreceptors from the circulation. Delayed RMDA is a functional biomarker for AMD onset. A recent study agnostically revealed via deep learning that structural OCT features predictive for delayed RMDA fall within a circular foveal-centered oil spill, defined by epidemiology, clinical imaging, and the current histology. This entire sequence plausibly unfolds under the lifetime systemic and intraocular influence of HDL genes, the second largest pathway implicated by AMD genetics after complement.

We showed for the first time that SDDs in older normal eyes have low foveal and high perifoveal predilection, as they do in AMD eyes, in both histology and clinical imaging. High SDD frequency in AMD eyes relative to control eyes (Fig. 8) should be interpreted cautiously, because detachment of the retina from RPE is common in post-mortem specimens (73% of locations in the AMD eyes). Assuming similar detachment rates in control eyes, it is possible that small SDDs may have been lost to detection. Nevertheless, topographic analysis uses whole sections subject to the same artifacts. Notably, this analysis revealed that foveal SDD prevalence is not zero, so the overall picture of SDDs tracking rod photoreceptors must also include other factors. Furthermore, SDD distribution does not translate into a topographical relationship of SDDs with intraretinal MNV, which occurs predominantly in the ETDRS temporal inner ring.

The current study demonstrated that relative to BLinD/drusen, SDDs have a lesser concentration of osmophilic lipid. Data thus support previous findings of unesterified cholesterol in both SDDs and drusen and esterified cholesterol in drusen only (see also Figures 7 and 9 in Chen et al.). Although some drusen proteins appear in SDDs, our new data along with previously reported CD59 immunoreactivity, lack of mineralization, association with non-AMD retinopathies, differential risk for MNV subtypes, and poor response to laser prophylaxis collectively demonstrate that SDD biology differs importantly from that of drusen. Theories for SDD formation propose dysregulation of previously unappreciated outer retinal lipid cycling mechanisms involving lipoprotein particles containing apolipoprotein E and interphotoreceptor retinoid binding protein. An urgent need for future research is an ultrastructural description of earliest SDDs.

Our data can support existing, prototype, and experimental technologies to image BLinD in vivo. Because soft drusen are hypofluorescent in indocyanine green angiography, a widespread late-phase hypofluorescence across aged macula was suggested to reveal BLinD. Advanced OCT technologies have adequate resolution to separate sublayers within the RPE-BL-BrM complex. Deconvolution of multispectral tissue autofluorescence signals...
indicates a distinct emission spectrum for drusen and BLinD that could be exploited in a clinical imaging device. 89

Strengths of this study include unbiased and systematic review of many donor eyes at short death-to-preservation interval; one eye with in vivo multimodal imaging; comprehensive, high-resolution, lipid-preserving histology and photodocumentation on all eyes; a first estimate of BLinD volume; and first demonstrations of BLinD and SDD topography in normal aged eyes. The use of digital sections scaled to micrometers, a fovea-centered coordinate system, and systematic sampling enabled comparisons of morphological data across eyes and referenced to epidemiology. Limitations are the use of only two sections from each eye, lack of electron microscopy for deposit ultrastructure, and underrepresentation of eyes with large drusen in the Project MACULA sample due to their use in prior studies. 93

By comparing AMD cases to controls with appropriate tissue, microscopy, and analysis techniques, we find that BLinD/soft drusen culminate years of subfoveal lipid accumulation. In contrast, SDDs are detected relatively late in life, mostly extra-foveally, and with currently unknown precursors. Our data underscore the need for imaging technology and analysis tools with high spatial resolution and precision in three dimensions for both deposits. Of therapeutic relevance, our data support drusen reduction and/or detoxification, deposit management for replacement cell approaches, and improved transport from the circulation as an objective. Research priorities are comprehensive compositional 94 and ultrastructural 95 studies of deposits and model systems that replicate or probe aspects of lipid transfer among outer retinal cells and ChC. 95,96–99

According to R.F. Spaide, AMD is a deposit-driven disease in which both SDDs and BLinD culminate years of subfoveal lipid accumulation. In contrast, SDDs are detected relatively late in life, mostly extra-foveally, and with currently unknown precursors. Our data underscore the need for imaging technology and analysis tools with high spatial resolution and precision in three dimensions for both deposits. Of therapeutic relevance, our data support drusen reduction and/or detoxification, deposit management for replacement cell approaches, and improved transport from the circulation as an objective. Research priorities are comprehensive compositional 94 and ultrastructural 95 studies of deposits and model systems that replicate or probe aspects of lipid transfer among outer retinal cells and ChC. 95,96–99
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